Abstract. We compare the canonical basis for a generalized Temperley{Lieb algebra of type A or B with the Kazhdan{Lusztig basis for the corresponding Hecke algebra.
Introduction
Generalized Temperley{Lieb algebras arise as certain quotients of Hecke algebras associated to Coxeter systems, in the same way that the ordinary Temperley{Lieb algebra can be realised as a quotient of the Hecke algebra of type A (see 9] ).
The nite dimensional generalized Temperley{Lieb algebras were classi ed by J. Graham 5] into seven in nite families: types A, B, D, E, F, H and I.
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In 7], we showed that a generalized Temperley{Lieb algebra arising from a Coxeter system of arbitrary type admits a canonical (more precisely, an IC) basis. Such a basis is by de nition unique; furthermore, it is analogous, in a manner which can be made precise, to G. Lusztig's canonical basis for the -part of a quantized enveloping algebra and also to the Kazhdan{Lusztig basis for a Hecke algebra. We determined the IC basis explicitly for the algebras of types A, D and E; in each case the basis coincides with a previously familiar basis with convenient properties 7, Theorem 3.6] .
In this paper, we examine the relationship between the IC basis of a generalized Temperley{Lieb algebra and the corresponding Kazhdan{Lusztig basis, showing in particular that in type B, the projection of a certain natural subset of the Kazhdan{ Lusztig basis agrees with the IC basis. Such a relationship is not obvious for a general Coxeter system. For example, the kernel of the relevant homomorphism need not be spanned by the Kazhdan{Lusztig basis elements which it contains. We point out that some of the results in this paper lead to a new, concise and more general proof of the main result of 4].
1. Preliminaries
Generalized Temperley{Lieb algebras and IC bases.
Let X be a Coxeter graph, of arbitrary type, and let W(X) be the associated Coxeter group with distinguished set of generating involutions S(X). Denote De nition 1.2.1. We say that a Coxeter graph X satis es the projection property if (C) equals the canonical basis of TL(X).
We do not know of an example of a Coxeter graph which fails to have the projection property. The following two propositions provide useful su cient conditions for (C) to equal the canonical basis. where " x := (?1)`( x) , e Q x;w lies in v ?1 A ? if x < w, and e Q w;w = 1. An argument similar to that of the previous paragraph gives (i) ) (ii).
Finally, we verify that X satis es the projection property if either (i) or (ii) holds.
It was shown in 7, Lemma 1.4] Our goal is to prove that X has the projection property. This will be accomplished in Theorem 2.2.1.
Reduced expressions.
Our rst lemma describes a normal form reduced expression for elements in a Coxeter group of type A or B. . By substituting for each w i its unique reduced expression, we obtain a normal form reduced expression for w which satis es the condition in the statement of the lemma.
Let w 2 W = W(X). It is known 1, xIV.1.5] that every reduced expression for w can be transformed into any other reduced expression for w by performing a sequence of braid moves. Given this fact, one may characterize W c as the set of w 2 W such that every reduced expression for w can be transformed into any other reduced expression for w by a sequence of commutation moves (see 11, Proposition
1.1]).
We de ne the content of w 2 W to be the set c(w) of Coxeter generators s 2 S that appear in some (any) reduced expression for w. We claim that in either case, (k + 2) = n + 1. By the previous remark, we have n + 1 6 = (k); (k + 1), and also n + 1 6 = (k ? 1) if we are considering a substring of type (2) . Hence, if (k + 2) 6 = n + 1, then we may commute s n+1 to the end of s (1) s (2) s (n+1) and thereby produce a reduced expression for ws which contains a substring of type (1) or (2) Again by the remark, we have (k) < (k+1) < (k+2), and also (k?1) < (k) if the substring is of type (2) . Suppose that the substring is of type (1) (2) to have occurred, it must be the case that s commutes with every member of c(w 3 ) c(w 4 ) and s 0 commutes with every member of c(w 2 ) c(w 3 ).
Regardless of the type of substring that arises, inspection of the parsed form of the original reduced expression reveals that s 0 is the rightmost factor which does not commute with s in any reduced expression for w. Thus, s 0 is uniquely determined by w and s.
Before presenting the next lemma, which furnishes some relevant information concerning the structure constants of the monomial basis, we remark that if w = s 1 s 2 s n is a reduced expression and 1 i 1 < i 2 Proof. We rst address the last assertion in the statement. Suppose that w has a reduced expression ending in a generator s 0 which does not commute with s. We now prove the rest of the lemma by induction on`(w). The statement is true for`(w) 1, so we may assume`(w) > 1.
Suppose that`(ws) <`(w). We may write w = us (reduced) for some u 2 W c .
We induction gives`(w 00 s) <`(w 00 ). The induction step is complete.
If a reduced expression satis es the condition in the statement of the following lemma, then we say that it has the deletion property. Proof. We shall prove by induction on n =`(w) that if a reduced expression s 1 s 2 s n for w satis es the condition in the statement of Lemma 2.1.1, then it has the deletion property. When n 2, this is evidently true, so we may assume n > 2. Given 1 i 1 < i 2 < < i k n, we consider two cases. We note that Lemma 2.1.4 may also be proved using the diagram calculus for TL(B n ) described in 6, Theorem The last product expands to a sum of terms We have shown that for any w 2 W, the element v ?`(w) t w equals a linear combination of b x (x 2 W c and x w) with coe cients in A ? ; and if w 2 W c , then the coe cient of b w equals 1. In particular, the change of basis matrix from the monomial basis fb x : x 2 W c g to the basis fv ?`(x) t x : x 2 W c g (with respect to some total re nement of ) is upper triangular with entries in A ? and with ones on the diagonal. The inverse of this matrix must also have this property. That is, for any x 2 W c , the element b x equals a linear combination of v ?`(y) t y (y 2 W c and y x) with coe cients in A ? . Combining this with the rst statement of the present paragraph, we conclude that every v ?`(w) t w lies in L.
